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Short description of possible research topics for a PhD:
The physics of the growth kinetics (GK) of polymer structures is lagging behind in
certain points compared to that developed in metallurgy [1-3]. Indeed, if numerical
model of the GK of structures (e.g., dendrite, eutectic) is a major research topics in
physical metallurgy since decades [3], the theories of polymer GK remain rare [1,2].
To address this scientific barrier, in this thesis proposal, polymer & metal crossfertilization is highlighted (Figure 1). Phase field methods will be developed to
i- give a description of growth and a criterion of transition between spherulitic and
dendritic crystals in accordance with the experiments carried out on carefully selected
model organic systems (b & c), ii- identify the phase diagram of systems and
correlate it to microstructural evolutions (d), and iii- integrate a new thermodynamic
parameter including the effect of pressure (CRISTAPRESS cell, etc.) [4].

Figure 1 (a) Crystalline lamellae (nano), (b) spherulite (micro) (iPP, Boyer, MINESParis PSL); (c) branches of
dendrites in polymer mixtures (iPP/aPP, Keith & Padden); phase field simulation of (d) dendritic growth (Sarkis,
MINESParis PSL thesis [3]), (e) polycrystalline spherulitic growth (Gránásy [DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.72.011605]

Fallout
• New breakthrough in crystallization of organic systems
• Physics based on model polymer systems (petro-sourced, bio-sourced) [1,5]

•
•
•

Development of numerical and experimental methods
Thermodynamic/kinetic coupling (diffusion of energy and species) & structure
Application to other morphologies (transcrystalline structure, foam, multitransformations design, etc.) [1,5]

Required background of the student:
Main fields required are in Computational Mechanics and Materials Science.
The applicant will be involved in digital and experimental works.
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